Ring

Ring Nail Clipper

Nail clips are usually placed in a drawer at home, on the unobtrusive place. Have you noticed that the main reason for the frequent replacement of nail clips is due to the disappearance not the damage?

With single structure, spring and thin metal material, Ring Nail Clipper is designed to be a ring and can be used no matter of wearing rings. It can be used as a pendant or necklace.

The nail clipper, crucial to our daily lives, will not be forgotten in the corner of the drawer. Ring Nail Clipper turns the life product into the accessory for the modern with the design of lightness and the sense of contemporary style. Its commodity can be a decoration as well. It becomes a shining and pleasant ring.

Step 1: Take out
Step 2: Push to back
Step 3: Bead out
Step 4: Fasten front
Step 5: Clg...